AQUIA HARBOUR BRIDLE PATH PROJECT REPORT 2020
Patricia Harman, General Manager

On Monday August 3, 2020 at 6pm, an electronic meeting was held to discuss the Bridle Path clearing with some
60 affected residents/lots that border the area currently being cleared. The meeting was hosted by Director Holder,
with the GM and Police Chief also in attendance along with about 13 residents. We also received two emails.
Thank you to all who attended.
See cleared Bridle Path at this link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KIHo1KBzSQ&feature=share&fbclid=IwAR3w0YhMfRrSq7Mlqfaw_ETd0pP4bzNQauSd7__QoI0Ncx1OBlN6bcYUqp
E
Summary
The Bridle Path is a 20-foot-wide path that borders about two-thirds of the community. The path is identified on
the community map which is included with all sales/disclosure and welcome packages and is indicated on legal
plat maps at the courthouse for those that border the path. It is also posted on the website (aquiaharbour.org).
There have been regular discussions about developing the path as a nature/hiking path for residents but each and
every time, the enormity of the project overwhelms the enthusiasm and it goes by the wayside, until COVID-19.
With so many people working from home, the Parks Committee along with Directors Holder and Collins were
able to mobilize a volunteer clearing crew. Roads and Grounds, PD & Maintenance all provided support as well.
Clearing began on 6-24-20 behind Bosun Cove. These volunteers have worked tirelessy in very high temps for
the last 6 weeks to create a beautful walk in the woods for residents and we thank them for their vision and hard
work. It is still a work in progress with only one-third of current clearing plan complete.
The electronic meeting on August 3rd was conducted to address questions and concerns for those who live along
the stretch of path currently being cleared.
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Historical Posts Regarding Bridle Path
October 31, 2011 Check out the message board for information on an exploratory venture to identify and
clear/develop the neighborhood "Bridle Path".
2014 Board Bridle Path PPT While there are 9 Aps (access points) to the Bridle Path, 3 of these APs are
already “developed” or cleared AP4 new pump station on Aquia Drive AP5 - Proposed second gate
location at Harbour & Admiral Drives AP9 – Emergency Gate on Titanic Drive The 6 remaining APs will
require surveying and most will require clearing for use.
April 25, 2014 Does your property abut the bridle trail? They have been having it surveyed so that it can be
cleared and put back into working order.
2015 I do not feel like we should be concerned with people being bothered by having a Bridle Path being
used behind our homes. We knew it was there when we bought it. I was actually disappointed when I found
out no-one used it.
October 25, 2015 So, are there any plans to ever get the Aquia Harbour Bridle Path cleared and usable for
its original purpose? That would be nice!
2015 That is one reason the idea of bush-hogging the Bridle Path got a very cool reception around 19992000. Also, homeowners didn't cotton to the idea of a path that would bring people wandering near their
backyards. (Although with the development behind Harpoon, that's sort of moot now.)
March 6, 2016 Robin Valerie Jordan Do they allow people to walk on the Bridle Path?

Communication to residents regarding the project
6-17-20 Work Session GM Notes emailed
6-20-20 Bosun Cove border specific lot notifications
6-23-20 Parks Committee notice social media post
6-25-20 Board Meeting GM Notes emailed
7-9-20 State of the Harbour Email & social media posts
7-27-20 State of the Harbour Email & social media posts
7-31-20 Harpoon Drive, Beacon Cove and Bosun Cove border lot notifications
8-3-20 Electronic meeting for Harpoon Drive, Beacon Cove and Bosun Cove border lot
residents
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A Summary of Questions & Concerns Raised during the Electronic Meeting
What are the rules for Bridle Path use? Once the project is
nearer to completion, a recommendation for use will be
submitted to the Board of Directors regarding rules and safety.
These recommendations are likely to include no trespassing
after dark, no unauthorized motorized vehicles (authorized
would include police and clearing crews), dogs must be
leashed, residents only and a variety of mileage markers and
proper use signs.
What about the ATV’s? There is an ATV track located
beyond the Bridle path. This is not our property. The Stafford
Sheriff’s Office periodically patrols the ATV track for
trespassers and should be contacted if ATV’s are seen at 540658-4400. The installation of stakes and guide rope along the
Bridle Path won’t stop the ATV activity behind the Harbour
but it will keep them off the Bridle Path. We have no say in
how the parcels of land beyond our borders are used provided
they are Zoning compliant.
How long is the path? Currently 0.51 miles is cleared. When
all three phases of this first effort are complete it will be 1.5
miles from the Old School Site on the powerlines to Beacon
Cove though the path continues down Harpoon. A parking
pad has been created at the Old School Site to create a parking
area for path access but we are still working on an access
point.
What if the County GIS Map being used is wrong? Two residents at the end of Bosun Cove believe that the
County GIS is wrong and contend that there is no Bridle Path property behind their homes. We will be following
up on this. If there is a question, we will do another survey. We will be checking the original Plat Book first. (See
page 6 of this report)
What is being done about aggressive border residents not wanting people on the path? Though this is
AHPOA common property and much general notice was provided about the clearing project, a better effort will
be made to make specific notification to affected border residents in the future. The addition of stake and rope
markers to delineate the path should also help ease border residents’ concerns regarding the encroachment of their
back yards.
What does it mean when the volunteers say they are clearing the path of least resistance? The path is 20feet wide. Within that 20-feet there are areas that are easier to clear than others so not all 20-feet of the path is
being cleared in some instances. In some places the cleared path may only be 4-feet wide.
How much has this cost? Nothing, zip, zero, zilch. Except for the time our employees have provided support,
this has all been done by committed resident volunteers. We do anticipate some future costs like the rope,
markers, signs and reimbursement for gas powered tools but it will be nominal.
Will the Police Department patrol the path? Once the project is complete the Chief will evaluate how often
and how the path will be monitored.
Will a better job be done communicating with affected residents? Yes. There were actually five separate
public notifications but not all path border residents got the word. We are creating a group list with the emails
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we have so that more path borders will be in the loop as we move forward. To be added to the Bridle Path
Group please email the GM at GM@aquiaharbour.org
We have seen people using the path, strangers walking amongst our children’s playground equipment at
all hours, early in the morning and late in the evening. The future stakes and rope guides will help to
define the path, limit access and deter motorized vehicles but we can do nothing to control what goes on beyond
our borders. The property OWNER has the right of legal use. Anytime someone is on YOUR property uninvited
the police should be contacted 540-659-5224.
We were assured by our sellers that even though the property was on the “Bridle Path” it had never been
used or developed since the inception of the Harbour and were assuming that we would have privacy
permanently. Our privacy is now gone. No seller can assure a buyer that land owned by others will never be
developed or used.
With the path moving forward at the pace it is, we expect
to have to pay to put up a security fence around the
perimeter of our backyard to ensure our safety and
privacy. Back yard fences are common place in Aquia
Harbour for enhanced privacy as well as security and most
owners do experience this expense eventually. It was
indicated that some border owners have already encountered
people on the path well before the clearing began. Maybe
those who are concerned might wait and see how much foot
traffic the path gets before making a decision about whether
a fence is needed.
Could adverse possession apply? A resident asked this
early on so we checked on it. According to our attorneys, no.
Allowing the Association’s property to become overgrown
with foliage is not evidence of abandonment by AHPOA, nor
does it demonstrate that anyone else has assumed title to it
through Adverse Possession. Those residents who have
permanent structures on the path, like a shed, and did so with
the knowledge and permission of the AHPOA are not being
asked to move them. Those who have fences blocking the
path (red area on the map) are being asked to relocate their
fencing onto their own property.
The path is a bridle path but is now being identified only for pedestrians and also cyclists as we have seen.
If the Harbour wanted to use the path for a different purpose than what is on the contract we signed with
the AHPOA, we should have been able to vote on a measure to repurpose the path than was identified in
the AHPOA contract. We have no information on the original intent of this buffer or why it was dubbed “The
Bridle Path” by the original builder as it does not connect to the stables. In terms of your AHPOA contract, the
Bridle Path does not appear in your AHPOA contract;
(https://aquiaharbour.org/resources/governing-documents/restrictions/).
What we do know is that it is the common property of the AHPOA and developing it as an additional asset adds
to resident’s enjoyment and property values and enhances safety by creating a place for residents to walk other
than our narrow roads and is fully in the purview of the Board of Directors who have supported this resident
driven, no cost project.
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Could the beginning and end and access points on the path be marked so that it’s clear that the path is for
residents only? Yes. Could, should and will.
Why not do sidewalks instead of this path? That would be really nice and has been discussed many times as
well. The cost would be in the millions to convert our culvert system to sidewalks. It is cost prohibitive.
Why did the Board decide to do this? They didn’t. Residents did. This entire project has cost nothing and
has all been done by volunteers in this resident driven project via the Parks Committee with the support of the
Board of Directors.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KIHo1K
BzSQ&feature=share&fbclid=IwAR3w0YhMfRrS
q7Mlqfaw_ETd0pP4bzNQauSd7__QoI0Ncx1OBlN
6bcYUqpE

How do residents access the path? Right now, the only viable access point is between 223-225 Bosun
Cove unless your home borders the path, then you have direct access. The Bosun Cove access is marked
by a split rail fence. Please be considerate of your Bosun Cove neighbors when parking in this a very
limited parking area. We are still trying to create a way to connect the powerlines to this access point so
users can park on the new parking pad on powerlines (created with left over millings).
How can I help? Contact the Parks Committee via Director Holder for clearing dates and times at
steven.w.holder@gmail.com
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OBSTACLES
We have confirmed that the 3 houses at the end of Bosun do not have a Bridle Path behind them
just as the owners said. There was no reason to doubt the Stafford GIS System (they were as
surprised as we were that their system was wrong) but we have checked the original Plat Book for
ourselves and the owners are correct. We also checked the original Plat Book for the remainder of
the current project to make sure that we are good to go and we are. The path is clearly annotated
so we won’t have to spend money on another survey. Markers for the surveys done in the past by
the AHPOA, the lot owners and the border land owners behind are present for most of the trail, but
where there is reasonable doubt, we can always bring in a surveyor for the specific area in question.

End

The AH Map will be updated. It will also need to be updated on the website. This will be done
as soon as Stafford GIS Mapping makes their officials corrections.
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Making the Bosun Cove Bridle Path connect with the powerlines and parking area at the Old
School Site will be challenging but doable. There are a few ways.
o The three home owners at the dead end could be asked for a perpetual easement behind their
properties so that the path could continue around the end of Bosun as planned and connect
with the Old School Site but the location of decks and fences make this improbable.
o A resident on the “even” side of Bosun Cove could agree to a perpetual easement that would
be designated with a split rail fence and attach to whatever area is cleared at the Old School
Site to connect to the current access point.
o Director Greene and I ran into one of the residents at the end of Bosun Cove while doing the
after-storm inspections on Tuesday and he suggested that the Harbour could acquire a house
that goes up for sale on the “even side” , authorize the perpetual easement and then resell. It’s
an idea.

Access
Point

o We could also consider the Chief’s suggestion to acquire one of the vacant lots at the other
end of the path. Perhaps a viable vacant lot could be swapped with a buildable lot owned by
the Association and then could be used as a parking area, making the far end of the path the
primary access point.
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Next clean up day:
Wednesday August 12th (usually 9a-12noon). The group will meeting at a resident’s home along
Harpoon Drive. Contact Director Holder from more info. Volunteers welcome and appreciated!
Steven.W.Holder@gmail.com
As you can see there is still lots to clear and lots of ideas to consider. Your input is welcome at
AHPOA@aquiaharbour.org
This is where we left it. The Parks Committee will continue to take the lead on this project in
collaboration with Parks Committee liasions Directors Holder and Collins. The discussion
Monday night was productive and helpful and we thank those who participated.
We’ll keep you posted on what comes next!
Patricia Harman, General Manager
August 6, 2020
gm@aquiaharbour.org
703-407-6106
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